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ModelTree – ESG
ModelTree contains a standardized ESG module, comprising two parts:

INREV ESG SDDS reporting


ModelTree can generate and fill INREV ESG SDDS Excel data collection 
template, filled with your ESG data in ModelTree

ESG impact on property valuations


ModelTree standard DCF models contain the ESG Analysis-module 
allowing you to analyze ESG activity impact on the property value
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ModelTree – INREV ESG SDDS reporting
ModelTree can generate and fill INREV ESG SDDS Excel data collection 
template, filled with your ESG data

Background

INREV collects ESG data from its member organizations. INREV asks 
members to fill ESG data in INREV’s ESG SDDS Excel file. Filling the file is a 
time-consuming task for the member. ModelTree is embedded with the 
INREV ESG SDDS template and ModelTree users can fill the template 
automatically with a button click.

Pre-requisites for you

You, as a ModelTree user, need to have the ESG input and output data 
values in your ModelTree setup. ModelTree standard ESG package 
contains all the ESG data fields that INREV requires. ModelTree can be 
integrated into your ESG source system to read the values. Alternatively, 
you can keep ModelTree as your master system for ESG data.

How does it work

In ModelTree you click the button INREV ESG SDDS-report, and ModelTree 
generates INREV ESG SDDS Excel file, with your ESG data filled into it. 
Then, you just send the Excel to INREV.
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https://www.inrev.org/


04 ModelTree – INREV ESG SDDS reporting
Get INREV ESG SDDS Excel report from ModelTree, with your ESG data filled into it.



ModelTree – ESG impact  
on property valuations
ModelTree standard DCF models contain the ESG Analysis-module 
allowing you to analyze ESG activity impact on the property value

Background

Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) factors will influence property 
market values these days in several ways. Investors and tenants are 
increasingly considering ESG factors when making decisions about 
properties. ESG actions from the property owner can increase property NOI 
and market value. It is critical to analyze capex investment needs as most 
ESG improvements require money investments.

Pre-requisites for you

You, as a ModelTree user, can use a Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) or Direct 
Capitalization valuation model that has an ESG valuation module built into 
it. ModelTree standard valuation models contain ESG valuation modules out 
of the box. Your custom DCF models can also be added to this module, on 
request. The ESG valuation module analyzes your ESG capex plan costs 
and their impact on the property’s future NOI and market value.

How does it work

In ModelTree, you enter ESG future capex investments and the ESG 
valuation impact matrix parameters, to calculate the financial profitability of 
your ESG investments and their impact on the future cash flow and market 
value of the property.
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ModelTree – ESG impact on property valuations
Energy Efficiency and Sustainability 
Properties with energy-efficient features, sustainable design, and environmentally friendly practices tend to be more attractive to investors and tenants. Green 
building certifications, such as LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) or BREEAM, can enhance a property’s market value by signaling a 
commitment to sustainability. Valuation Yield can be lower      with energy-efficient properties.


Cost Savings 
Energy-efficient buildings often result in lower operational costs, which is attractive to property investors and tenants. Lower utility expenses can increase the 
net operating income (NOI) of a property, positively impacting its market value. Operating costs can be lower      with energy-efficient properties.


Regulatory Compliance 
Properties that adhere to or exceed environmental regulations are often viewed more favorably by the property investors. Compliance with ESG standards can 
reduce the risk of future regulatory issues, contributing to the long-term value of the property. Valuation Yield can be lower      with regulatory high profile 
properties.


Social Impact 
Properties that contribute positively to the local community and address social issues can be more appealing. This may include affordable housing, community 
spaces, or developments that promote inclusivity and diversity. Rents and Occupancy can be higher      with socially responsible properties.


Resilience to Climate Change 
Properties that are designed to withstand the impact of climate change, such as flooding or extreme weather events, may be more resilient and, therefore, less 
risky, thus more valuable in the long term. Valuation Yield can be lower      with climate change-resilient properties.


Market Demand and Tenant Preferences 
As awareness of ESG issues grows, there is a corresponding increase in demand for sustainable and socially responsible properties. Property owners who 
respond to this demand may experience increased tenant interest and higher occupancy rates. Rents and Occupancy can be higher      in socially 
responsible properties.


Risk Management 
ESG considerations can be part of a broader risk management strategy. Properties that are less vulnerable to environmental and social risks may be perceived 
as more secure investments. Valuation Yield can be lower      with less “ESG risky” properties.
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07 ModelTree – ESG impact on property valuations
ModelTree standard DCF models contain the ESG analysis module allowing you to analyze ESG activity 
impact on the property value



Contact us to get ESG to your ModelTree!

Helsinki, Finland

exquance.com

Joakim Winell

Sales director

joakim.winell@exquance.com

+358 40 823 8904

Markus Asikainen

СEO & Founder 

markus.asikainen@exquance.com

+358 50 547 8572
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